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39/3993, Vantage Point, V R M ,Road, Ravipuram, Cochin, Kerala - Cochin, Kerala - 682016, India
GnS Leisure Travels Pvt Ltd

Dream Destination

AMERICA
TOUR 2024

10, 14, 18
Days with

Luxury Cruise

Departures:
May 8, September 25



DAY 1: DEPARTURE FROM YOUR HUB CITY OR COCHIN.

(We can arrange your ticket from your home city, the price may differ, the ticket price mentioned is based from Cochin to Cochin)

DAY 2: SAN FRANCISCO

Arrival at San Francisco International Airport. After emigration, luggage collection, and Customs, transfer to your pre-booked hotel
for rest. Evening explores the city of San Francisco. Timely meals in flight. 

Welcome to the United States of America, the dream destination of every traveler across the globe. The United States of America.
Located by both the Atlantic Ocean and the Pacific Ocean, lies between Canada and Mexico in North America. The travel explorer
Amerigo Vespucci was the first man who discovered this "New World" in 1502 and was later named after him. Since then, thousands
of immigrants and tourists have flocked to this wonderland. Between 1886 and 1924, and continuing, over 14 million immigrants
entered the United States. Evening explores the city, Dinner at the Indian restaurant. Overnight hotel Double Tree by Hilton or
similar

San Francisco is the prettiest and most high-tech city in the
world surrounded by the Pacific Ocean and San Francisco
Bay. It's the birthplace of the League of Nations and the United
Nations. is known for its iconic Golden Gate Bridge and
colourful Victorian houses. 
Morning meet your guide and begin with the city tour of San
Francisco - Visit Nob Hill, Civic Centre (looks like St. Peters
Basilica in Vatican City), Union Square, Fisherman’s Wharf,
League of Nations buildings, and other important highlights.
Continue your sightseeing to The Golden Gate Bridge, which
spans almost two miles across the Golden Gate, and proceed
to a splendid view of San Fransisco from Twin Peak. The Twin
Peaks are two prominent hills with an elevation of about 925
feet located near the geographic centre of San Francisco is a
remote residential neighbourhood with modern homes densely
packed on steep lots along winding streets. We can enjoy the
beauty of San Francesco from Twin Peaks. A grassy 64-acre
hilltop park is a popular attraction, with its hiking trails leading
up to wind-swept peaks and 360-degree views of the Bay
Area. Drive through the Lombard Street, Pier 39, Fisherman's
Wharf. 

FROM RS. 3,90,000 ONWARDS
18 DAYS - ENTIRE AMERICA THE EAST, WEST, SOUTH, AND &  LUXURY CRUISE 
14 DAYS IN THE WEST AND SOUTH OF THE UNITED STATES, PLUS A LUXURY CRUISE TO THE BAHAMAS
13 DAYS: SOUTH AND EAST AMERICA AND A LUXURY CRUISE
10 DAYS: WEST AND SOUTH OF THE USA (SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, LAS VEGAS, AND ORLANDO)
 

Then transfer to San Francisco Bay Cruise to enjoy the beauty and magic of the San Francisco Bay on an exhilarating one-hour
Cruise. The San Francisco Bay is a shallow water from California and passes through the bay to the Pacific Ocean. The waterway
entrance to San Francisco Bay from the Pacific Ocean is called the Golden Gate. The Golden Gate Bridge is an iconic structure
connecting the city of San Francisco to Marin County, California. It spans almost two miles across the Gold Golden Gate, the narrow
strait where San Francisco Bay opens to meet the Pacific Ocean. 

The Golden Gate Bridge, opened to the public in 1937, has endured as a picture-perfect landmark and an engineering marvel. Later
will proceed to Twin Peaks. The Twin Peaks are two prominent hills with an elevation of about 925 feet located near the geographic
center of San Francisco, California. The grassy 64-acre hilltop park is a popular attraction, with its hiking trails leading up to wind-
swept peaks and 360-degree views of the Bay Area. Hilly terrain, Victorian architecture, scenic beauty, summer fog, and great ethnic
and cultural diversity. These make San Francisco one of the most visited cities in the world. Founded by Spaniards in 1776 and
ceded to the United States by Mexico in 1848, the city by the bay is culturally rich and uniquely endearing. Known as "Everybody's
Favorite City," San Francisco welcomes all. On your visit to Pier 39, spend some time at leisure, watching sea lions roaring and the
huge gathering of fun and music at the world-famous Pier. 
Breakfast at the hotel. Indian Lunch & Indian dinner at the restaurant. Overnight hotel 

DAY 3: SAN FRANCISCO TOUR. & SCENIC BAY CRUISE 



DAY 4: SAN FRANCISCO - LOS ANGELES - SIGHTSEEING 

Continue your tour to San Francisco by coach. Experience the most beautiful sceneries and spots and the Pacific Ocean with
beaches all around. Late afternoon arrival at Los Angeles, the city of entertainment, is the second-most populous city in the United
States situated in Southern California nicknamed the "City of Angels". Los Angeles includes Hollywood and leads the world in the
creation of television production, recorded music, and motion picture production studios such as Paramount Pictures, Universal
Warner Brothers, etc. 
On arrival a guided sightseeing tour of the world's "Capital of the Glamour," including a drive through Hollywood and the famous TCL
Chinese Theatre and Walk of Fame. People come from all over the world visit the city with hopes of a favourite celebrity sighting in
Tinsel Town, or simply to reveal the area's history and legacy. You will pass through Beverly Hills. You will walk through the
legendary star-studded Hollywood's Walk of Fame and you can match your handprints and footprints to those of Hollywood Stars,
embedded in cement in front of TCL Chinese Theatre and see the famous handprints and footprints of stars like Michal Jackson,
Merlyn Monroe, Steven Spielberg, Angelena Jolly, John Lenon etc. Then visit the Egyptian and El Capitan, both of which are
flamboyant icons from Hollywood's glitzy past. Entrance to Dolby Theatre in Hollywood which hosts the Oscar Awards ceremony in
Los Angeles Since its opening on November 9, 2001.
Breakfast at the hotel. Lunch at a Chinese restaurant en route. Indian Dinner at a restaurant. Overnight stay at a hotel Holiday Inn or
similar.

Full-day visit to the most sought-after entertainment - UNIVERSAL STUDIO TOUR

Ultimate Hollywood Movie Experience in Universal Studio
Enjoy an American breakfast at the hotel, and visit Universal Studios. A trip to Universal Studio is like a trip into the heart of
Hollywood and is designed to let visitors experience movies like never before. It is one of the oldest and most famous Hollywood film
studios still in use with the largest set construction project in studio history, built with creative consultation from Steven Spielberg.
Get ready for the ultimate Hollywood movie experience! Go behind the scenes on the world-famous "Studio Tour" to explore where
Hollywood movies are made.

Memorable Studio Tour
The Studio Tour is a most thrilling ride at the Universal Studios Hollywood theme park in Los Angeles. The Tour is the signature
attraction at the park, and goes into a working movie studio, with various film sets on the lot. The guests have sat in multi-car trams
for the duration of the ride. It travels through the Front Lot, Backlot, and various attractions, passing sets and props from movies
along the way. Then, face action head-on in heart-pounding rides, shows, and attractions that put you inside some of the world's
biggest movies.
Later experienced many thrilling rides and shows like "Harry Potter and the Forbidden Journey". The World of Harry Potter, King
Kong 360 3-D, "the Revenge of the Mummy", "Jurassic Park-The Ride, Shrek in 4D, The Amazing Adventure of Spider-Man, 4 D
motion-based dark ride, The Blue Brothers Live Show, Transformers: The Ride-3D, The Eighth Voyage of Sindbad Stunt Show, The
High in the Sky Seuss Trolley Train Ride and many more. 
Evening return to the hotel for restand relaxation. 
Breakfast at the hotel. Lunch on your own at Universal Studio. Dinner from an Indian restaurant.

DAY 5: LOS ANGELES - UNIVERSAL STUDIO SIGHTSEEING



DAY 6: LOS ANGELES - LAS VEGAS - SIGHTSEEING

Morning Check out of the hotel say goodbye to Los Angeles and drive to Las Vegas, the fantastic city of feverish gambling, neon
lights, bars, and glamorous shows. 
On arrival at Las Vegas, meet our guide and proceed for the city tour in Las Vegas experiencing the spectacular dancing fountains,
the world-famous Vegas Strip, Wedding Chapels, Stratosphere Tower, Downtown Vegas, and Fremont Street and old Vegas, stroll
down the Strip and see the glamour of this city famed for its vibrant nightlife, centered around 24-hour casinos and other
entertainment options. This boulevard is the home to the hotels with elaborate displays such as fountains synchronized to music as
well as replicas of an Egyptian pyramid, the Venetian Grand Canal, the Eiffel Tower, the New York City, etc. Evening explores the
biggest and brightest attractions, see the dazzling lights of Las Vegas and enjoy an incredible 5-block light show with 12 million LED
lights and watch the Bellagio's dancing fountains, Bellagio Theme flower shows, neon 'Welcome to Fabulous Las Vegas' sign and
much more. It's fun to see the Las Vegas at night. 
Breakfast at the hotel. Lunch en route at the Chinese restaurant. Evening dinner at the Indian restaurant, and overnight in Las Vegas
Hotel Luxor or similar. 

Morning is an optional tour to Grand Canyon, for those adventurous who want to
see these one of the 7 natural wonders of the world. 

HOOVER DAM & GRAND CANYON By flight or by land.
There are two ways to journey to the Grand Canyon. You can have a beautiful
tireless flight journey which takes about 2 to 2 and half hours, and enjoy the
Grand Canyon and see the Hoover Dam from the top very well. Or you can
travel by coach. 
After an early breakfast, drive through the desert, passing through Joshua tree
forests and the Mojave Desert, and reach the famous Hoover Dam, built in 1933
in the Colorado River. This impressive engineering marvel spans approximately
245 square miles of surface area and took 3.25 million yards of concrete to
construct. Pat Tillman Memorial Bridge also the major attraction, offers the
highest accessible overlook of the Dam and Black Canyon. Continue your tour
to the Grand Canyon, a steep-sided canyon carved by the Colorado River in the
state of Arizona.
Nearly two billion years of earth's geological history have been exposed as the Colorado River cut its channels through layer after
layer of rock while the Colorado Plateau was uplifted. The Grand Canyon is 446 km long, up to 29 km wide, and attains a depth of
over a mile. For thousands of years, the area has been continuously inhabited by Native Americans, who built the settlements within
the canyon and its many caves.

Skywalk in West Rim of Grand Canyon
You will get a chance to visit the Grand Canyon West Rim with a walk. A breathtaking view of the Grand Canyon from a man-made
glass bridge will serve up quite a thrill as you take in the views of the Canyon, 4000 feet high above the river by taking a stroll on the
world-famous Skywalk.
Return to Las Vegas and transfer to Las Vegas airport for your onward flight to Orlando – by evening flight which reaches Orlando
late night hours. 
Breakfast at the hotel. Lunch in Grand Canyon. Dinner locally or in inflight. Overnight hotel in Orlando Marriott Inn or similar.

DAY 7: LAS VEGAS - optional GRAND CANYON FLIGHT TO ORLANDO

DAY 8: ORLANDO - EPCOT CENTER (optional)

Transfer to explore the EPCOT CENTER for a full day. EPCOT (Experimental
Prototype Community of Tomorrow) is a theme park at the Walt Disney World
Resort in Bay Lake, Florida. It is owned and operated by The Walt Disney
Company, inspired by an unrealized concept developed by Walt Disney, the
park opened on October 1, 1982. Epcot is dedicated to the celebration of human
achievement, namely technological innovation and international culture, and is
often referred to as a "permanent world's fair”. Epcot is formed in 2 Parts. World
Showcase where you discover Cultures & important sights Across 11 Countries,
such as Mexico, Norway, Canada, USA, China, Italy, France, Japan, Egypt,
Germany, etc, World Discovery - Explore the Wonders of Science and
Technology, EPCOT - Where the Impossible Becomes Possible. Watch & visit
Guardians of the Galaxy: Cosmic Rewind, Test Track, Mission Space, Soarin''
around the World, The Seas with Nemo & Friends, & many more attractions.
This is a must-watch sightseeing of the USA. 
Those who do not want can meet their friends and relatives in Orlando, as many
of the Indian families live in Florida due to its climate somewhat year-round. 
Breakfast at your hotel. Local Lunch on your own at Epcot. Dinner at an Indian
restaurant. Overnight at hotel.



DAY 9: ORLANDO - KENNEDY SPACE CENTRE ( NASA )

A full-day visit to Kennedy Space Center, on arrival in the Kennedy
Space Centre arrival complex you will transfer to an air-conditioned
motor coach and go beyond the Kennedy Space Center Bus Tour
with the Explore Tour, making several stops to capture photo
opportunities and view icons of NASA spaceflight operations like
launch pads and the Vehicle Assembly Building. Experience the day
in the life in the new Astronaut Training Experience. You will get a
chance to explore NASA's world-class facility, launch pads and
rocket exhibits like Saturn V. We can also visit the place where
Apollo, Skylab, and Space Shuttle programs were carried out from
Kennedy Space Center and the first moon mission launch pad and
control stations. In Moon Mission Zone we can experience the
historic moments of the Moon Mission Firing Room and the Lunar
Theater. The U.S. Astronaut Hall of Fame honors American space
travel legends, and the Rocket Garden houses rockets from NASA's
Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo programs.
Visit the mighty Space Shuttle Atlantis

Another attraction in NASA is the display of the famous Space Shuttle Atlantis, a mighty full-scale space shuttle stack of two solid
rocket boosters and an orange external tank. Inside, Atlantis is displayed as only astronauts have seen her in space, rotated 43.21
degrees with payload doors open and Canadarm extended as if just undocked from the International Space Station (ISS). One of
three space-flown shuttles displayed in the United States, Space Shuttle Atlantis showcases the orbiter spacecraft and tells the story
of NASA's 30-year Space Shuttle Program. Also visit the US Astronaut Hall of Fame, Heroes, and Legends, I max Theater, Rocket
Garden, Astronaut Encounter…etc. Kennedy Space Center's Astronaut Encounter allows you to chat to an Astronaut who has been
in space and you can even have your photo taken with them. The Astronauts who feature in this program have all either lived or
worked in space and they're there to tell you all you need to know about the fascinating life of an Astronaut. Named after President
John F. Kennedy, who famously declared in 1961 that the United States would put an astronaut on the moon. Located on Merritt
Island in Cape Canaveral, Florida, the center has been NASA's primary launch center since 1968. 
Breakfast at the hotel. Lunch on your own at the Kennedy Space Centre. Dinner at an Indian restaurant and an overnight hotel for
rest.
Today evening those who wish to return, break the journey and transfer to Orlando International Airport for your night flight back
home.. with cherishing profound memories of your American tour. 
You arrive in Cochin on the 11th day. 

DAY 10: ORLANDO - LUXURY CRUISE TO BAHAMAS

Morning is free & easy, you can do shopping at the various factory outlets in Orlando or simply explore the city, till time for your
departure for the luxury cruise to the Bahamas at the Port Canaveral Pier for an unforgettable experience. Check out and proceed to
Port Canaveral for a Royal Caribbean Cruise or similar. 
Registration, collect your card and pass, Immigration, Customs, luggage handover, or carry yourself to your pre-booked cabin, and
enter the Mega ship and reach your cabin as per your ticket. Enjoy a delicious lunch on board, on arrival, and enjoy various soft
drinks, fruits, ice creams, and many other delicacies on board, go to the deck, experience and immerse yourself in an excellent treat
onboard services, cherishing and ever-memorable. Sail around 3.30 pm. You may enjoy the deck and watch the everlasting sight
and experience of the ship's movement into the great sea. All meals on board, Feast yourself, as you wish at your choice, and enjoy
the swimming pools, Jacqui's, jogging track, and another field of entertainment & plays to enjoy oneself. 
Breakfast at the hotel. All other meals on board the luxury cruise. Overnight on board the ship in your comfortable cabin.



Morning hours, Complete your breakfast on time for the Ship anchoring and announcement for the arrival, Get set with your bags
and ready for disembarking, Check out, emigration, customs, and you are on shore at Port Canaveral Pier in Florida. Today you can
return home with the pleasant memories of your excellent American tour and the wonderful cruise experience OR continue your tour
to Eastern USA. 

Breakfast on board, Transfer to the airport for your onward flight to any other destination in the USA, or Return flight home.
You arrive on day 15 in India. 

– Continue to eastern USA > flight to WASHINGTON - Sightseeing - 
 
Continue your flight journey to Washington. 

Upon arrival at Washington Airport, collect your luggage, transfer to the hotel, and check-in. After lunch proceed with our local guide
for sightseeing in Washington. Washington DC, the Capital city of the world's number one Superpower nation USA, on the Potomac
River, bordering the states of Maryland and Virginia. Visit the major sights - the White House, Capitol Hill, the home of the United
States Congress, and the seat of the Supreme Court. The Washington Monument, The Obelisk, and the Pentagon Building, the
world's largest office building known as the symbol of the US military and the headquarters of the US Department of Defense,
Lincoln Memorial. The monument was built to honor the 16th president of the United States, Abraham Lincoln. It is also an important
symbol of the American Civil Rights Movement. Martin Luther King Jn's world-famous speech "I Have a dream" was delivered here.
Thomas Jefferson Memorial, World War 2 Memorial, Korean War Memorial, Martin Luther Memorial, FB building, and National
Cathedral are the other attractions of the Washington city tour. Later transfer to hotel for a good rest.
Breakfast on the cruise ship. Lunch & Dinner at the Indian restaurant. Overnight hotel Sheraton Hotel or similar.

DAY 11: LUXURY CRUISE- NASSAU - BAHAMAS

Today morning the cruise docks at the capital of Bahamas the Nassau. The unforgettable experience of the Luxury cruise by the
great fabulous ship cruise liner. You can be on the shore and enjoy a shore excursion of Nassau or simply be at the beach and enjoy
your lunch & soft drinks or board the Luxury Cruise. Return to the ship. Overnight in ship. Rest all food on board. Continue your
entertainment and enjoyment on the ship including the mega shopping at duty-free available on board the cruise ship.

DAY 12: LUXURY CRUISE- COCO CAY ISLANDS

Today the cruise ship docks at Coco Cay Island. Spend time on the island and the beach activities. Your entertainment and
wonderful experiences continue on the luxury cruise ship on board. You will have an unbelievable shopping experience on board the
ship, Items which you can collect from the shopping of this ship are amazing and everlasting experiences. 

DAY 13: RETURN OF THE LUXURY CRUISE, ARRIVE AT PORT CANAVERAL 
RETURN TO YOUR HOME TOWN OR CONTINUE TO WASHINGTON, EASTERN AMERICA.

DAY 14: WASHINGTON - HERSHEYS - NIAGARA FALLS - SIGHTSEEING

Today our journey continues to Hershey's (Harrisburg) and Niagara Falls.
 
Hershey's : Drive to Hershey. Visit Hershey's Chocolate World. Hershey's is
widely popular for Chocolate-Themed Park in the United States. Hershey's
Chocolates was founded by candy magnate Milton S. Hershey. Ride a train
that follows the journey of Chocolate Tour, an attraction that allows visitors to
trace the production from cocoa beans to the final product. The carriage takes
you through a replica factory and explains what goes into making chocolate so
tasty. Enjoy a taste of the free chocolate after the tour. This ride is an original
attraction, showing a simulation of the chocolate-making process. 
Later continue to drive through the lush green valley and enjoy some stunning
scenery on the way as you arrive at Niagara Falls, One of the Seven natural
wonders of the world. Upon arrival, View the magnificent gigantic Falls. very
close to you, till then you were only viewing its pictures. Niagara waterfalls on
the Niagara River in North America are one of the continent's most famous
spectacles. Niagara is the collective name for the three waterfalls –
Horseshoe Falls, the American Falls, and the Bridal Veil Falls – that straddle
the international border between Canada and the United States. 
Niagara Falls' Stunning Festival of Rainbow Lights & Fireworks- 
Later after dinner, you will get an opportunity to witness Niagara Falls in Lights
(subject to availability). Niagara Falls is transformed into an incredible, multi-
colored water and light masterpiece. Hundreds of LED lights are housed in
three locations across the Niagara Gorge in Niagara Falls, Canada, and the
United States together, these lights work to create a breathtaking view of
Niagara.
Breakfast at the hotel, Local lunch on the way. Indian dinner and overnight
hotel at Quality Inn or similar. 



DAY 15: NIAGARA FALLS - MAID OF THE MIST BOAT RIDE - CAVE OF THE WINDS - NEW YORK

NIAGARA TOUR - Thrilling Maid of the Mist Boat Ride in Niagara Falls.
Morning proceed to Niagara State Park to see Niagara Falls & enjoy the MAID OF THE MIST BOAT RIDE -More than 700,000
gallons of water pour over Niagara every second, in some places spilling from heights of more than 176 feet. It's as awe-inspiring as
it sounds. The major attractions in Niagara State Park are Made of the Mist and Cave of the Winds Tours. We proceed to the
Rainbow Bridge area of Niagara State Park for the thrilling Maid of the Mist boat ride. You can see both the Horseshoe, American,
and Bridal Veil Falls in thrilling the Maid of the Mist boat ride. The boat starts at a calm part of the Niagara River, near the Rainbow
Bridge, and takes you to the American and Bridal Veil Falls, then into the dense mist of spray inside the curve of the Horseshoe
Falls. Feel the mist as this boat takes you to the base of the Horseshoe Falls. Rainbows are usually visible day and night. Known to
be one of the most famous tourist spots in the world hosts an average of about 30 million tourists each year. The largest waterfall of
Niagara Falls is the Horseshoe Falls, which has an average flow rate of 2,25,000 Cubic Feet per second, making it the largest
waterfall in North America by flow rate. 

The Cave of the Winds Tour
Later we will transfer to Goat Island for the Cave of the Winds tour. Cave of the Winds tour takes you closer to the waters of
American and Bridal Falls. You will descend 175 feet (53 meters) deep by elevators through bedrock to tunnels that lead to viewing
portals which are one-third of the way behind the massive Niagara Falls. Then, clad in a bright yellow poncho and wearing the
special footwear provided, follow a series of wooden walkways to the famous "Hurricane Deck". The rushing waters loom above you,
with a generous spray as you face the thundering Falls head-on. Enjoy your time in Niagara Falls with the breathtaking Falls,
Hurricane Decks, Cave of the Winds the Maid of the Mist, and more. Niagara Falls vacation is the ultimate. 
After lunch continue the drive to New York. 
Breakfast from the hotel. Lunch and dinner from an Indian restaurant. Overnight Hotel Fairfield Marriott or similar.

DAY 16: NEW YORK - SIGHTSEEINGS - STATUE OF LIBERTY CRUISE TOUR

NEW YORK CITY TOUR – 
Start your day in the sights of this magnificent New York City on a guided city tour. New York is the most populous city in the United
States, lies at the mouth of the Hudson River, the global power city, and is home to the headquarters of the United Nations. New
York City is a collection of many neighborhoods scattered among the city's five boroughs-Manhattan, Brooklyn, the Bronx, Queens,
and Staten Island. Moving from one city neighborhood to the next may be like passing from one country to another. See Downtown
Wall Street, Central Park 5th Avenue, Midtown Manhattan, Rockefeller Centre, the headquarters of the United Nations, Brooklyn
Bridge, Trump Hotel, and Lower Manhattan. Later we will spend some time at "Ground Zero" or 9/11 Memorial Plaza. The 9/11
Memorial Plaza is an 8-acre Park, where the World Trade Center Twin Towers once stood.
Later we experience the ONE WORLD OBSERVATORY – at the top of ONEWORLD TRADE CENTRE. See the New York City
skyline from over 100 stories above the streets – the highest point in the city. Experience A 360-degree breath-taking view from an
indoor climate-controlled space for your comfort. The September 11 attached history was re-written here. 

STATUE OF LIBERTY CRUISE TOUR
Later we take the Statue of Liberty cruise and transfer to
Liberty Island. The cruise will stop at Ellis Island and
continue to Liberty Island to visit the iconic and prestigious
Statue of Liberty. The copper Statue of Liberty, designed by
Frédéric Auguste Bartholdi, was built by Gustave Eiffel and
dedicated on October 28, 1886, as a gift to the United States
from the people of France as a symbol of Freedom and
Democracy. The Statue of Liberty was delivered in 300
copper pieces that were then assembled on an iron structure
designed by Gustave Eiffel.
The statue is a figure of Libertas, a Roman liberty goddess.
She holds a torch above her head with her right hand, and in
her left-hand carries a tabula ansata inscribed JULY IV
MDCCLXXVI (July 4, 1776, in Roman numerals), the date of
the U.S. Declaration of Independence. A broken shackle and
chain lie at her feet to commemorate the abolition of slavery.
After its dedication, the statue became an icon of freedom
and the United States. A Classic view of Manhattan from
Liberty Park- is the crown jewel of urban northeast New
Jersey's parks. From here you will get a scenic view of the
Manhattan skyline, the Statue of Liberty, and Ellis Island.
Liberty State Park's lands were also the site of the 1916
Black Tom Bombings when German spies exploded more
than 2 million tons of war supplies in the rail yard. Here we
see the Central Jersey Railroad of New Jersey Terminal as a
memorial.



September 11 Memorial in Liberty State Park. Liberty State Park has three monuments and memorials: the Empty Sky 9/11
Memorial which honors New Jerseans who lost their lives in the 2001 terrorist attacks, the "Liberation Monument" dedicated to
victims of the Holocaust and "La Vela di Colombo," a commemoration of the 500th anniversary of Christopher Columbus' voyage to
the America, donated by the Italian government and the city of Genoa. These monuments are built on the just opposite of the
collapsed Twin Towers.
Times Square Experience and be amazed by the life and lights - New York City that never sleeps. Those of you wish, as an optional
tour, After dinner, we can visit Times Square and be amazed by the life and light of New York City at night. During the 364 days of
the year, Times Square is almost as crowded, as street performers put on shows, and visitors from around the world gawk at the
millions of lights that adorn the neon billboards. It offers non-stop events and activities that reflect the spirit of the Big Apple and you
will never be far from the festivals, parades, entertainment, major sporting events, and celebrations of art and culture. It is always
crowded and you must have your guts and spirit to visit this. Free Time for leisure at Times Square.
Breakfast at the hotel. Lunch and dinner at the Indian restaurant. Overnight hotel for rest.

DAY 19: ARRIVAL IN YOUR HOME TOWN

BACK HOME Arrive with beautiful memories. Please spare some time to suggest your opinion so that we can improve more than
what we are today, 
*******************
The cost of this tour is calculated based on the minimum operating strength of 40 persons in a group traveling together from Cochin
to Cochin on twin/double share accommodation with a multi-language speaking tour leader. You can start your tour from anywhere,
we will give the price of an air ticket accordingly. The airfares are calculated as of 1st December 2023 ex Cochin. You can also
customize the USA tour as per your date & choice.

 

DAY 18: TRAVELING TO YOUR HOME TOWN

Today enjoy your meals and in-house entertainment on your flight. 

DAY 17: NEW YORK

The day is free for you to relax, or shopping at the
various factory outlets in New York ( transfers to
shopping on your own ) for your last day purchase in
America.. or visit your friends and relatives . Till time
for your flight free and easy. In the evening transfer to
airport for your return flight home as per your pre-
booked air ticket. to theIt’s time to say goodbye to all
the new friends you have made. We hope you take
back happy memories of your tour. We would like you
to spare a few minutes of your time to write and tell us
how you enjoyed your tour and any suggestions you
may have for the future.
Breakfast at the hotel. Rest of the meals on your own
while visiting friends or shopping, and after boarding
the flight, all meals in flight.



18, 14, 13, 11 days America tour & Cruise to Caribbean islands, Bahamas.

(1) 18 days All of USA - Western, Southern, Eastern America tour & Bahamas Cruise
( San Francisco – Los Angeles – Las Vegas - Orlando- & Luxury Cruise to Bahamas-
Washington- Hershey's – Niagara- Newyork ) 

Adult: Rs.1,69,000 + USD 4890 per person

Child ( 6-11 years ) sharing room without extra bed with parents 

Rs.1,69,000+ USD 3675 

Child ( 2-5 years ) sharing room without extra bed with parents 

Rs.1,69,000 + USD 3185

Single accommodation

USD 1600 extra

(3) 13 days Southern, Eastern America tour & Bahamas Cruise ( Orlando- Luxury
Cruise to Bahamas, Washington – Niagara –Hershey's – New York )
 

Adult: Rs.1,50,000 + USD 3000 per person

Child ( 6-11 years ) sharing room without extra bed with parents

Rs.1,50,000+ USD 2250 

Child ( 2-5 years ) sharing room without extra bed with parents

Rs.2,00,000 + USD 1950

Single accommodation

USD 1200 extra

(4) 10 days Western & Southern America tour ( San Francisco – Los Angeles –
Las Vegas - Orlando ) 

Adult:  Rs.1,79,000 + USD 2700 per person

Child ( 6-11 years ) sharing room without extra bed with parents

Rs.1,79,000+ USD 2000 

Child ( 2-5 years ) sharing room without extra bed with parents

Rs.1,79,000 + USD 1755

Single accommodation is

USD 800 extra. 
 

(2) 14 days Western, Southern America tour & Luxury Cruise ( San Francisco –
Los Angeles – Las Vegas – Orlando –Bahamas Luxury Cruise) 

Adult: Rs.1,79,000 + USD 3500 per person

Child ( 6-11 years ) sharing room without extra bed with parents

Rs.1,79,000+ USD 2600 

Child ( 2-5 years ) sharing room without extra bed with parents

Rs.1,79,000 + USD 2275

Single accommodation

USD 1200 extra

 



TCS- Tax Collected at Source (can be claimed as advance tax during the time of filing ITR for the respective financial year), Finance Act 2020 has inserted a new sub-section (1g) in TCS under
Section 206C of the Income Tax Act, 1961 to collect tax out of foreign remittance transactions under Liberalized Remittance Scheme (LRS) as well as amount received from buyer by a seller for sale
of an 'Overseas Tour Program Package' w.e.f. October 1, 2020. An additional 5% TCS on invoice value is applicable. If the buyer fails to furnish their PAN to the seller then double the TCS rate will be
applicable in the rate specified in section 206C.
(PPG/KMN Release ID: 1936105) posted on 28 June 2023 at 9:09 PM by PIB Delhi, the Ministry of Finance has announced that there will be no change in the rate of TCS for all purposes under LRS
and for overseas travel tour packages, regardless of the mode of payment, for the amount up to Rs. 7 lakhs per individual per annum. For the purchase of overseas tour program package under
Clause (ii) of Sub-section (1G), the TCS shall continue to apply at the rate of 5% for the first Rs 7 lakhs per individual per annum; the 20% rate will only apply for expenditure above this limit.
Increased TCS rates to apply from 1st October 2023

NOTE
The rate quoted is based on 1 US Dollar @ 80 Rupees and the fluctuation in the exchange rate will be reflected in the total tour cost. A person below 11 years is considered a child and above 11 years
as an adult. The advance payment will be Rs.50,000. Please do remember the Laws of the United States of America and with that rule, 10 hours straight driving and 12 hours a day is the maximum
driving limit for a driver and additional hours used will be chargeable $150 per hour. Visa fee and flight ticket (onward & return) will not be refundable under any circumstances. Once an airline ticket is
issued, the date change penalty will be applicable. There are coach restrictions in some cities, in such a situation the tour manager and the driver will do their best to drop you as near to the
monuments as possible. No refund can be entertained for any expenses incurred by the passengers due to circumstances beyond our control such as flight cancellation, airport closure, delays, an
accident of any nature, bad weather, natural calamities, medical evacuation, supplier policies, visa rejection visa delay, etc. The Cancellation Charge is applicable in case of any passenger with a
granted visa, denying to travel or canceling his/her tour on account of visa rejection caused to their co-passenger or travel companion since the granting of visa is the sole discretion of the concerned
Consulate. The company reserves the right to postpone or cancel any of the tours advertised, without assigning any reason. In this case, the amount paid by the passengers will be refunded in full and
no compensation claim will be entertained. Due to certain unavoidable circumstances, the company reserves the right to change/modify/ vary and alter the tour itinerary. In such changes,
compensations or claims for a refund by the passengers will not be entertained by the company for limitation and also for the non-availability of certain services with entry tickets, restaurants,
sightseeing, shopping, etc. even though included in the tour itinerary. Single Passengers traveling without family have to share a room either on a twin or triple sharing basis (Roll away bed)
depending on the booking. If we do not have another single passenger to share the room, a Single Supplement with additional cost is applicable. The tariff of the tour quoted is calculated as per the
rates prevailing at the time of quoting it. The Company reserves the right to change the tariff in the event of modification/alteration/change/variation in the said rates before the date of departure. Tour
tariff is based on departure from Cochin unless specifically mentioned. Tourists boarding flights at places other than Cochin have to pay the entire airfare difference and bear and pay any other
additional expenses including airport transfers, hotel stay, etc. on that account. The company takes care to select hotels and book the same on behalf of tourists at convenient locations subject to
availability. In case of non-availability of rooms in the same hotel, the company has the right to split the accommodation in different hotels. Hotel accommodation is generally provided on a twin-sharing
basis in standard rooms and the third bed is often a roll-away mattress put in a twin-bedded room. Air-conditioning, central heating, and other facilities are provided by the hotels depending upon
various factors including weather / climatic conditions, local systems, tour type, etc. As a Travel House / Tour Operator, the company does not have any control over Airlines, Coach Companies,
Shipping Companies, Hotels, Local Transport, or any other facilities, provided by third parties. The company is not responsible for the delays or deficiencies in the services provided by outside
agencies. Also please note that the company does not have any control over schedules of opening and closing timings of the tourist attractions. In the computerized reservation system of Airlines
seats once reserved cannot be changed. Tour participants will have to travel by the same seat provided by the Airline. Any damage caused to the hotel rooms or coach during your stay shall be
payable by the passengers. GnS Leisure Travels Pvt Ltd will not be held responsible for the same. There are no refunds for any services, i.e. meals, sightseeing, flight delay cancellation of flight, etc.
not utilized on the tour. The Company shall not accept any liability or responsibility for any damages, loss, injury, accident, death, natural calamity, delay, breakdown, or irregularity that may occur in
carrying out the tour arrangement. (Management reserves the right to claim any additional expenses due to delay or changes in train, plane, bus, ship, or other services, weather conditions, strikes,
war, quarantine, and any other cause, whatsoever, and all such losses or expenses must be borne by the passengers). Any disputes arising in respect of the tour shall be subject to Ernakulum
Jurisdiction.

Cancellations
For cancellations done within 30 days of departure 50% cancellation and within 15 days of departure 100% cancellation fees would apply. No refunds would be made.  Air ticket issued will depend
upon the airlines rules and policies 

INCLUSIONS
International - Economy class Air ticket & Domestic - Economy class air tickets as per itinerary.
Premium Hotels in all cities on Twin/ double sharing.
Breakfast, lunch, and dinner as mentioned in the itinerary.
Tours and transfers on an air-conditioned coach.
Guided city tours in New York, Washington DC, Las Vegas, Los Angeles, and San Francisco.

Entry to :
          Statue of Liberty Cruise.
          One World Observatory.
          Hershey's Chocolate World.
          Made of the Mist Boat ride in the Falls.
          Cave of the Winds.
          Kennedy Space Centre.
          Disney's Epcot Centre.
          Golden Gate Bay Cruise.
          Universal Studios in Los Angeles.

Medical Insurance up to age 60 years (Indian passport holders only).
Experienced Tour Manager from Fortune Tours.
Applicable Service Tax.

EXCLUSIONS
Grand Canyon tour with Skywalk by flight or Land.
Epcot.
Any Increase in the fuel surcharge or any kind of government taxes levied by the respective government or statutory bodies (Current
estimates are based on the fare as of 01 December 2023).
Any expenses of a personal nature such as laundry, wines, porterage, mini bar, telephone calls, pay channels, etc.
Expenses of additional/ optional tours and extra stay pre/post tour.
Additional ticket costs from the city other than Cochin and deviation charges if overstay or advance travel.
Travel insurance for foreign national passport holders and passengers above the age 60 years.
Food and drink other than those not mentioned in the itinerary.
Any extra expenses incurred for changing the route due to any unforeseen circumstances, forced majeure instances, natural calamities,
political disturbances, flight delays, strikes, etc.
Extra cost incurred due to illness, accident, hospitalization, or any Individual unforeseen cost incurring incidence.
Any private transfers taken to move from one place to another instead of coach.
Any add-on sightseeing/ sightseeing done twice /activities along with transfers other than mentioned in the tour program and anything
not specifically mentioned in Tour Cost inclusions Cost.
TCS 20 % or 5% as the case may be.



GnS TOURS- 2024

INDIA TOURS

INTERNATIONAL TOURS

KERALA * GOA * RAJASTHAN * ANDAMAN * HIMACHAL *
GUJARAT * UTTARAKHAND * SHIMLA * MANALI *

KASHMIR * DELHI * MAHARASHTRA * JAIPUR * CHAR
DHAM * MADHYA PRADESH * UDAIPUR * VARANASI *

ODISHA 

AMERICA - CRUISES * UK - EUROPE * CANADA - ALASKA
SOUTH AMERICA * GREAT BRITAIN * SCOTLAND

IRELAND * EASTERN EUROPE * SCANDINAVIA * RUSSIA
TURKEY - GREECE * AUSTRALIA - NEW ZEALAND

SOUTH AFRICA - KENYA * SPECIAL HOLYLAND * EGYPT
JAPAN - KOREA * CHINA - HONG KONG - MACAO

BALI. VIETNAM - CAMBODIA * SINGAPORE - MALAYSIA
BANGKOK - PATTAYA - PHUKET * PHILIPPINES * FIJI

DUBAI - ABU DHABI * MUSCAT * QATAR
SRILANKA * CENTRAL ASIA * MAURITIUS * BHUTAN

9 4 4 7 0 5 3 3 0 7   |   8 0 7 5 6 9 2 0 9 7  |   9 7 4 6 1 3 3 3 0 7
w w w . g n s t o u r s . c o m  |  a s k g n s t o u r s @ g m a i l . c o m

39/3993, Vantage Point, V R M ,Road, Ravipuram, Cochin, Kerala - Cochin, Kerala - 682016, India
GnS Leisure Travels Pvt Ltd


